SAP SuccessFactors + SAP Fieldglass
Total Workforce Management

Insights for strategic
management of your
entire workforce
Benefits
• Increased employee and external
worker engagement: With a clear focus
on providing meaningful experiences to
employees and external workers, your
organization can increase engagement,
productivity, and bottom-line business
impact.
• Inclusion and visibility: Having one view
of all workers underpins fundamental
operational capabilities like complete
worker profiles and coherent
organizational charts for a
comprehensive worker directory.
• Actionable insights: Tailor metrics for
both permanent workers and external
workers to meet your business needs.
• Optimized workforce: Building an
optimized workforce relies on a
complete understanding of who is doing
the work, and their engagement and
effectiveness.
• Trackable training and certifications: A
Total Workforce Management strategy
enables your organization to ensure that
both employees and external workers
have the correct training and
certifications to perform their work.

INTRODUCTION
To attract the best talent and boost organizational agility today, your business
needs a mix of employees and external workers. This worker mix varies from
industry to industry, but, on average, external workers can represent up to 42% of
the workforce (Oxford Research). Furthermore, the talent landscape has
drastically changed; according to Josh Bersin, companies need to factor in:
• Demographic driven labor shortages
• Hiring and sourcing diversity
• Employee experience and retention
• Internal mobility and agility
• New skills needs and a millennial leadership pipeline
If your HR team is going to successfully plan and manage their workforce’s needs,
they need the ability to see and manage all types of labor: employees, temporary/
contingent workers, contractors, service workers, in a single place. SAP® defines
this as a Total Workforce Management strategy.
Rather than simply viewing employees and external workers as assets, a Total
Workforce Management strategy optimizes the planning, staffing, onboarding,
working, and payment experience for both employees and external workers.
Increased visibility and data-driven insights deliver greater agility, productivity,
and bottom-line impact. SAP delivers the tools for a Total Workforce Management
strategy through leading solutions from SAP® SuccessFactors® and SAP®
Fieldglass®. Now all your workforce can be seen in a single set of analytics
dashboards.

Sample Total Workforce Management Dashboard

WHY ADOPT A TOTAL WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
Global reach and unmatched compliance
with global and local regulations

SAP products are deployed in production in all major markets across the globe,
with embedded localizations underpinned by a deep understanding of local labor,
tax, and regulatory compliance laws.

Productized Integrations

SAP builds, delivers, and maintains these integrations through upgrades, while
also delivering continued innovation. This ultimately reduces your total cost of
ownership.

Open and extensible foundation

This foundation provides access to constant innovation, and lets you easily build
and integrate apps to extend your HR capabilities and meet your unique needs.

Unified Interface

SAP SuccessFactors Work Zone provides a unified interface for, among others,
SAP SuccessFactors and SAP Fieldglass solutions. All SAP products are built
using the same User Interface principles, which makes mastery easier for new
users.

SUMMARY
A Total Workforce Management strategy will help your organization increase
engagement, deliver visibility, and better understand the needs of both your
employees and your external workforce.
For more information, please visit
Total Workforce Management strategy on SAP.com
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